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Franck-Condon Factors for Electronic Band Systems of 

Molecular Nitrogen 

Franck-Condon factors have been calculated for five electronic hand systems 

of ?i?: (‘“II,,-BII,, H3rI-,432: + (I , . 43z,+-S’Z,+, u’II,,- .i%,+, and f ‘“II,‘-.I-‘z,+. Ryd- 

berg-Klein-liees potentials were constructed for these electronic states, and 

exact, vibrational wave functions were ohtained hy direct numerical solution 

of the radial Schr6dinger equation. Calculated relative band intensities are 

compared with experimental data. In addition, radiative lifetimes are ralcu- 

lat,rd from absolute ahsorption data for two of these hand systems. \-arious 

proposals concerning the variation of the electronic transit,iolt dipole moment 

II’, ii’) with internuclear distance are discussed, and it is suggested that /r’,ii) is 

likely to vary most for forhidden transitions. 

111 re~nt years tnttcah work has been devoted to t,he calmtlatiotl of l~rat~l; 

C’ondon fact’ors for elect,rortic band systenm ’ _\Iany of these calculations have 
ctnployed Alorse curves to represent, the potentials of the upper and lower elm- 

Ironic stat’cs. However, this procedure has been showtt to bc often utmliablc, 

chspecially for high vibrational quantutn tlutnhet*s (2). 

This paper reports the calculation of l’ratlclc--Condon fac*tors for five ~Iw- 

I rotlk band systems of NS using a previously desc+ribed procedure (2) based 

upon Rydberg--I<leitt-Rees (RKR) potentials. Those potentials are cortst ruct ed 

front the observed vibrat iottal and rot,at ional t,erttt values, and have been shown 

it, the case of 12 t’o reproduce the spect,roscopic* data wit hit1 the experitnenlal 
error. l~‘t*orn t.hese pot etlt,ials the vibrat’iotlal wave functions (and berm the 
Fratlck-Condott factors), are then obtaitlc,d by tttulleric*allp solving the radial 
SchrGdinger equation. 

We have chosen lo st’udy X2 not only because of its great astrophysical ittterrstm, 
hug also because it is one of t,he few tnolecules for which very ac*curaie spc~- 

1 roscopic tern1 values for several elec*tjronic stat cs are available. Following a 

* Kational Science Foundation Predoctoral Fellow 196~li4. Present address: .Join t 
Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, Boulder, Colorado. 

i Senior Undergraduate Research Tutorial. 

’ AII extensive review is given by Nicholls and Stewart, (1 ). 
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brief review of the numerical procedure, we shall present calculated arrays of 
Franck-Condon factors for the Second Positive (C 3&-B Q), First Positive 
(B 3II,-A 32,+), Vegard-Kaplan (A 3Z,+-X l&+), Lyman-Birge-Hopfield 
(a l&-X lZ&+) and Tanaka (C 3~,-X ‘Z,+) band systems and potential energy 
curves for the X, A, B, C, and a states of Nz. A critical comparison of observed 
and calculated intensit.ies is given and various proposals concerning the varia- 
tion of the electronic transition moment with int,ernuclear distance are discussed. 
It is pointed out t’hat t,he evidence available for other systems as well as for Nz 
suggests t’hat, the variation is generally small for strong t,ransit,ions and may be 
large for weakly allowed transitions. Finally the utility of accurate Franck-Con- 
don fact.ors is illustrat,ed by calculating radiative lifetimes for some of the ex- 
cit.ed stat,es of Nz. 

NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 

The Pranck-Condon factor q,,l,fl associat,ed with the (u’, II”) band is defined 
by the square of the vibrational overlap integral 

‘l.‘v!j = [I#*! & ilrJ, (I) 

where q2,1 and #U,j are the upper and lower state vibrational wave functions which 
satisfy the radial Schriidinger equation 

(d’$+/dr2) + [E, - U(V)]#~, = 0 (3 

for the potential U(r) wit,h vibrational energy eigenvalue E, . To a first approxi- 
mat8ion, t’he integrat,ed band int,ensity (energy/set) of t.he (v’, 21~) transition in 
emission is related to t,he Franck-Condon factor Ye,,,,,, by 

121;~’ = KN,,a4&q,t,n . (3) 

Here K is a eon&ant. involving units and geometry, N,,, is the population of the 
upper state, v is t’he frequency characteristic of t,he (u’, v”) band (usually taken 
as the band origin) and l?e is the average elect,ronic transition moment assumed 
to be a const,ant or a slowly varying function of the internuclear distance. 

Among the terms in Eq. (3) which control the intensity distribut.ion in an 
electronic band system, the Franck-Condon factor usually exerts t#he dominant 
influence. The vibrat.ional overlap integral is an extremely sensitive fum%ion of 
t,he relative phase of the two oscillat80ry vibrat,ional wave functions, and the 
Franck-Condon factor may vary irregularly, often by more than three orders 
of magnitude, from band to band. 

POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES 

The accuracy of the vibrational wave functions used to compute the Franck- 
Condon factors depends critically upon the accuracy of t,he potemials employed. 
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In the Rydberg(3)-I&k(4)-Rees(ii) procedure, the potential is c*onsi rucated 

from the observed vibrational and rotational spectrosc*opic term values rather 
than by imposing an analytic form on the potential. The turning points i’+ and 

I’_ for the vibrational level of energy tJ are derived from semiclassical expressions 
by evaluating numerically t)he Klein action integrals. This procedure has been 

described fully elsewhere (2). To extend the wings of the potential curve beyond 

the range covered by the spectroscopir data w(’ join repulsive and attrac*tivcx 

segments of i he form 

and 

Y;,tt = a’/r.h ) I .i>l 

where the zero of energy refers to separat’ed atoms. The four constants appearing 

in Eqs. (4) and (5) are determined from the last two turning points Y* on cithr1 

estrenle of the central region so t,hat the repulsive and attractive segments arc 

snloothly joined to the potsentmial. These extrapolated portions of the potential 
give only minor cont,ributions to the ITranck-Condon factors for the highest, 

obachrved levels, but, are required t.o carry through i he numerical procedures (2). 

Tables I-V give the RKR pot,ential curves ‘L for the S, A, B, C’, and a st)atcs 

of S? . The vibrational levels are labelled by the quantity I = 11 + 12, whirh 

is the actioll variable for the linear momentum appearing in the Klein act ion 

integrals. The source of spectroscopic data used has been sumnlarized below 

each table. Whenever possible we have enlployed the reported A{;(O) anti B,, data 

rather than spe&oscopic cor&ants t#o generate the turning points. 

FIIANCK-CONIIOIS FACTOIIS 

Once the potential is constructed, vibrational wave functions are obtainchd by 

solving I$. (2), the radial Schriidinger eyuation. We use a program due to Cooley 

(Y), modified for our purposes (8), which replaces the one-dilllellsional sccaond- 
order differential eyuation by an equivalent finite difference equation. This is 

iteratively solved for the eigenvalue BL, and I he wave function #,. by employing 

a Sumerov (9) met,hod of integration, t.ogether with a second-order iteration- 
variation procedure due to Lijwdin (IO). This procedure has been reviewed in 

detail elsewhere (8, 12). 

A conlparison of the calculated and observed energy levels B,, shows lhat, lhc 

RKR method reproduces the known vibrational energy spacings of the molecule 
to a high degree of accuracy, the average differenrc Mween the observed and 

? Potential curves have been constructed previously for some of the electronic siatos 

of IV: by T-anderslice, Mason, and Lippincott (6) and b>- Jain (6) using analytic apprmim 

mations to the Klein action integrals. However, the errors introduced by t,his procedure 

resultj in correspondingly large uncertainties in the Franck-Condon factors isee Reference 
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TABLE I 
POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVE& FOR THE X ?2 8+ ST_4TEb OF NP (J = 0 ROTATIONAL STATE) 

I = ‘J + 36 Ll(Y) cm-’ 

0.0 0.00 
0.5 1161.22 

1.5 3462.39 
2.5 5735.00 
3.5 7978.97 
4.5 10 194.23 

5.5 12 380.70 
6.5 14 538.32 

7.5 16 667.00 
8.5 18 766.67 

9.5 20 837.26 
10.5 22 878.69 
11.5 24 890.89 
12.5 26 873.79 

13.5 28 827.30 
14.5 30 751.36 

15.5 32 645.89 

16.5 34 510.82 

17.5 36.346.07 

18.5 38 151.5T 

19.5 39 927.24 

20.5 41 673.01 

r_(A) 

1.0557 
1.0260 

1.0077 
0.9934 

0.9816 
0.9715 

0.9626 
0.9546 
0.9472 
0.9405 
0.9342 
0.9284 
0.9229 
0.9178 

0.9130 
0.9085 

0.9042 
0.9002 
0.8963 
0.8927 
0.8891 

~+(A) 

1.0976 

1.1469 

1.1847 

1.2137 
1.2384 

1.2609 
1.2819 

1.3020 
1.3211 

1.3397 

1.3577 
1.3755 
1.3929 
1.4102 

1.4273 
1.4443 
1.4612 

1.4781 

1.4951 

1.5121 
1.5291 

1.5462 

a The values of the constants in Eqs. (4) and (5) are: a = 9.1917 X 103, b = -7.4669 X 
104; a’ = -2.2609 X 105, b’ = 4.1523. 

b The potential was calculated from the combined spectroscopic data of several authors. 
The G(v) values were calculated from the vibrational constants of 8. Lofthus, Can. J. 
Phys. 34, 780 (1956). The R, data was as follows: Bo and B?-H, are from P. G. Wilkinson, 

Astrophys. J. 126. 1 (1957); BI is from B. Stoicheff, Can. J. Phys. 32, 630 (1954); Bla-Blb 
are from the work of Lofthus as recalculated by Wilkinson; and B,,B,o are from Lofthus’ 

constants. 

calculated G(v) values being about 1.5 wave numbers for t#he potent’ial energy 
curves of N, given in Tables I-V. The difference between t’he observed and oal- 
culated AG(v) values is much less. As a further check on the accuracy of the 
RKR procedure, as well as a test, of the vibrat’ional wave functions, the B, values 
for each vibrational level are calculated by computing t,he expectation value of 
(l/P). The observed and calculated B, values are also found to be in close agree- 
ment, t’he average difference being five parts in ten thousand or 1ess.3 

The evaluation of t,he overlap integrals is accomplished by Simpson’s rule 
using st,eps of 0.001 i between the lin& 0.500 and 2.200 8 for each band system 

3 The potential curves which most accurately reproduce the input G(v) and R, data are 
those for the A?%,+ and 13311~ states. Those potential curves for which only a few states 
are known (ul& or FII,), or those states (SL2,+) where we must combine spectroscopic 
data from different sources tend to be less accurate. 
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TABLE II 

POTENTI.iL ENERGY CURVES FOR THE ,4 3Zz STATEb OF x2 (J = 0 RoT.~TI~N.IL $T.~TE, 

I=rS_fi LT(r) cm-l r_ 1 A} r, & 

0.0 0.00 1.2865 

0.5 726.73 1.2328 1.3481 

1.5 2159.63 1.1980 1.3992 

2.5 3564.93 1.1759 1.4378 

3.5 4942.33 1.1589 1.4715 

4.5 6291.93 1.1450 1.5025 

5.5 7613.73 1.1382 1.5319 

6.5 8907.23 1.1230 1.5602 
7.5 10 172.43 1.113i I.5877 

8.5 11 ‘409.13 1.1055 1 .6148 
!1.5 12 6lG.83 1.0981 1. Ml8 

a The values of the constants in Eqs. (4) and (5) are: ~1 = 4.8066 X 104, b = -3.1506 X 

IO”; a’ = -1.4243 X 105, 6’ = 4.4262. 
b The potential was calculated from the G(v) and B, data of C4. H. Dieke and 1). F. Heath, 

Johns Hopkins Spectroscopic Report No. 17, The Johns Hopkins I-niversity. Baltimore, 
Maryland (December, 1959). 

TABLE III 

POTESTI.ILENERGY CURVE" FOR THE B g, STATEb OF:Y? (J = 0 ROTATIONAL STATE) 

0 .o 
0. 5 
1.5 
2 i) 
3 .5 
4.5 
- r 0 a 
ii .5 
7.5 

8.5 
9.5 

10.5 
11.5 
12.5 

V(r) cm-i 

0.00 

846.92 
2523.32 
4170.72 

5789. o:! 
7378.52 
8938.72 

10 469.82 
11 971.62 
13 444.02 

1-t 886.72 

16 299.82 
17 682.92 
19 036.22 

1.16% 
1.1298 
1.1089 

1.0929 
1 .0796 
1.068S 

1.0583 

1.0494 
1.0414 

1.0341 
1.0273 

1 .0210 
1.0153 

r+ (AJ 

1.2125 

1 .2694 
1.3159 
1.3509 

I ,381;~ 
1.4091 
1 .435:3 
1 4605 

1.4841) 

1.5088 
1.5323 
1 5556 

1.5788 
1 (iOlS 

it The values of the const,ants in Eqs. (4) and (5) are: (l = 2.4830 X 104, b = -:3.9951 X 
IO’; a’ = -1.7368 X lOj, b’ = 4.6678. 

t3 Same source for spectroscopic data as Table II. 

of S, . The F’ranck-Condon fart,or arrays found in this nlamer4 are present,ed ill 
Tables VIPS for bhe Second Positive, IJirst Positive, Vega&Kaplan (VI<), 
Lyrnarl-Rirge-Hopfield (LRH) and Tanaka band systems, respectively. The 

4 All computer programs described in this paper have been document,rd and are avail 
able in a report by Zare (f2). 
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TABLE IV 

POTENTIALENERGY CURVE" FOR THE c 311, 8T.iTEb OFN, CJ = 0 ROTATION.IL STATE) 

I=a+ls U(r) cm-l Y- (A) r- (A, 

0.0 0.00 1.1485 
0.5 1016.60 1.1030 1.2005 
1.5 3010.96 1.0730 1.2438 
2.5 4951.62 1.0540 1.2771 
3.5 6825.46 1.0396 1.3076 
4.5 8606.49 1.0282 1.3389 

6 The values of the constants in Eqs. (4) and 15) are: a = 2.0125 X 104, b = -7.8672 X 

10”; u’ = -9.0066 X 104, 6’ = 1.1569. 
h Same source for spectroscopic data as Table II. 

TABLE V 

POTEKTIAL ENERGY CURVE" FOR THE a 'IJ, STATEb OF 3'2 (J = 0 ROTATIONAL STATE) 

Z=ofl$ l!(r) cm-l Y- (A) r+ (8, 

0.0 0.00 1.2208 

0.5 843.57 1.1707 1.2777 
1.5 2509.91 1.1378 1.3244 

2.5 4148.53 1.1169 1.3594 
3.5 5759.43 1.1007 1.3898 
4.5 7342.61 1.0874 1.4176 

5.5 8898.00 1.0760 1.443T 
6.5 10 425.80 1.0659 1.468G 

= The values of the constants in Eqs. (4) and (5) are: a = 3.0769 X 104, b = -4.2125 X 

101; a’ = -9.2171 X 104, b’ = 3.1171. 
b The potential was constructed from spectroscopic constants given by P. (+. Wilkinson 

Astrophys. J. 126, 1 (1957). 

negative munber in each ent#ry is the power of ten by which t,he entry has to be 
multiplied (e.g., 1.23 -4 stands for 1.23 X 10-4). All Franck-Condon factors 
are rounded to three figures. We have varied t,he input for t’hese calculations 
taking into account t’he errors inherent in the numerical met’hods aud t,he un- 
certaint’y present in the spectroscopic data. The strongest transit,ions (Q~.,~I - 
10-l) are constant to one part in the last figure, the weaker transit’ions (Q~,,~,, - 
10m3) are uncert,ain t.o five parts in the last figure, and the weakest’ transitions 

(Y UtV,, - 10-6) are only accurate to one or two significant figures. This illustrates 
the increasing sensitivity of the Franck-Condon factor t,o the shape of the po- 
tential when severe cancellation occurs in the calculation of the overlap int’egrals. 

Anot.her possible source of error in the application of these calculated Franck- 
Condon factors is the neglect of rotation-vibration interaction in summing 
over all the lines of a band in deriving Eq. (3). The Franck-Condon factors given 
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in Tables VI-X are calculated from rotationless (J = 0) potmentials and strictly 

obtain for the real or hypothetical Q(0) line of the band. If the populat,ion of 
each contribut.ing rotational level of the upper eleckonic st.ate is available, the 

rotat,ion-vibrat,ion interaction may be taken into account exactly. In the ah- 

sence of this informatJion it is custjolnary to neglect the effects of rotation-vibra- 

tion int,eraction. The calculations (2) for 1, indicate that t,his approximation 

nlay introduce a 5 to 10% error in calculations which employ these l”ranc*k- 

(‘ondon factors as effectfive Franck-Condor1 fact,ors for integrated band ~II- 

1 emit irs. 

COMP~4RISON OF CALCULATED ANI> OBSEI~\yEL, BELATI\‘E INTENSITIF:S 

Alt.hough many molecular spectra have been carefully assigned and analyzed, 
there have been relatively few studies whose sole purpose has been t’o record 

relative intensities. This is in part owing to the difficulty of accurate int~cnsity 

n~easumnent s. Most modern int,ensity work is done with photoelectric* d(b- 

tectors, which have the advantage over photographic plates of wider range of 

linear response. In either case, one must calibrate against a standard light soww 

to c*orrect for variation of sensitivity with frequency. Even when a photocell is 

used, i hr overlapping of bands and blending of rotational st,ruc*ture by the spec*- 

t ronlckr produce aI1 error which may be different for each band studied. Pro- 

(.edures have been developed to account for overlapping (IA), but the lilllit (ad 

precision of intensity uleasurements suggests caution in the use of results alld 
t hc need to inc>lude spectrometer tracings in artirlcs reporting experilmnt al 

data whcriever serious overlapping is encountered. 

WC present in Tables XI-XIV observed relative hand int cnsities and those 

TABLE VI 

FMNCK-CGA-DON FACTC)RS FOR THE Nz SECOND POSITIVE tC 311,-B 31Io) BAND SYSTEM 

1” 0 1 2 3 4 
T” 

0 4.55 -1 3.88 -I 1.34 -1 2.1ti -2 l.lG -3 

1 3.31 -1 2.29 -2 3 .35 - 1 2.52 -1 5.66 -2 
2 1.45 -1 2.12 -1 2.30 -2 2.04 -1 3.26 - 1 
r) 

i 4.94 1.45 -2 -2 2.02 1.09 -1 -1 6.91 1.69 -2 - 1 8.81 ti.5ti -2 - 3 1.13 1.16 -1 --I 
5 3.87 -3 4.43 -2 1.41 -1 1.02 -1 2.45 -R 
fi 9.68 -4 1.52 -2 7.72 -2 1.37 -1 4.70 -L’ 

7 2.31 -4 4.m -3 3 3’ I - 3 - 9.93 -2 1.09 -1 

8 5.36 -5 1.33 -3 1.23 -2 5.2ti -2 1.04 -1 
9 1.21 -5 3.57 -4 4.12 -3 2.31 -2 (i.67 -:! 

10 2.61 -fi 9.15 -5 1.2i -3 Pi.!% -3 340 -L’ 

11 5.23 -i 2.25 -5 3.69 -4 ..lIri -*3 1.x --:! 

12 9.10 -8 5.22 -6 1.03 -4 1.03 -3 5.97 --:I 
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TABLE J-11 

FRANCK-CoNDoN FACTORY FOR THE A\T2 FIRST POSITIVE (B 311,-Ll %,+) BAND SYSTEM 

2 5 6 

0 4.06 -1 4.01 -1 1.58 -1 3.17 -2 3.47 -3 2.01 -4 5.72 -6 
1 3.27 -1 3.71 -3 2.85 -1 2.77 -1 9.18 -2 1.41 -2 1.07 -3 
2 1.64 -1 1.59 -1 6.59 -2 1.05 -1 3.06 -1 1.63 -1 3.41 -2 
3 6.67 -2 1.93 --I 2.25 -2 1.50 -1 1.11 -2 2.59 -1 2.2G -1 
4 2.44 -2 1.29 -1 1.23 -1 4.67 -3 1.53 -1 6.94 -3 1.76 -1 
5 8.38 -3 6.57 -2 1.39 -1 4.09 -2 4.94 -2 1.00 -1 5.05 -2 
6 2.80 -3 2.92 -2 9.94 -2 1.03 -1 2.04 -3 9.29 -2 4.02 -2 
7 9.26 -4 1.20 -2 5.66 -2 1.08 -1 5.13 -2 8.81 -3 1.04 -1 

8 3.07 -4 4.73 -3 2.83 -2 7.88 -2 8.85 -2 1.22 -2 3.92 -2 
9 1.03 -4 1.83 -3 1.31 -2 4.78 -2 8.58 -2 5.37 -2 4.73 -5 

v’ 7 8 9 10 11 12 
‘L’ ” 

0 8.81 -8 8.28 -11 5.50 -10 1.42 -10 5.38 -12 6.27 -11 

1 3.70 -5 5.14 -7 8.52 -10 1.56 -9 1.80 -10 1.71 -10 
2 3.26 -3 1.35 -4 1.86 -6 1.59 -9 1.06 -9 4.29 -10 

3 6.36 -2 7.50 -3 3.64 -4 5.44 -6 6.79 -9 4.09 -11 
4 2.68 -1 1.01 -1 1.45 -2 8.19 -4 1.41 -5 2.84 -8 

5 9.30 -2 2.83 -1 1.43 -1 2.50 -2 1.63 -3 3.20 -5 
6 9.90 -2 3.20 -2 2.71 -1 1.86 -1 3.94 -2 2.96 -3 
7 5.00 -3 1.26 -1 2.86 -3 2.37 -1 2.26 -1 5.79 -2 

8 8.29 -2 2.75 -3 1.24 -1 3.86 -3 1.88 -1 2.60 -1 

9 6.71 -2 4.68 -2 2.43 -2 9.80 -2 2.61 -2 1.35 -1 

calculated from Eq. (3), assunling a constmant’ Re2, for the Second Positive, First 
Positive, LBH, and VI< band system. Experimental intensit’ies reported in 
Tables XI, XII, and XIV were obtained photoelectrically. However, int’ensity 
data for the LBH system (Table XIII) are plate-blackenings reported by Birge 
and Hopfield (14), and are thus much less precise. 

Witshin tQeir accuracy, the experimental data of Tyte (lii)5 for the Second 
Positive system are in excellent agreement wit,h the calculated intensities (Table 
XI). Tyte reports a variation of intensit’ies in a v” progression with changes in 
discharge operating current’; relative intensities of the strongest bands of the 
same v” progression change by as much as 30%. When the discharge current, is 

5 Based on intensity measurements taken under forty different experimental conditions, 
Tyte suggested that some of the Morse Franck-Condon factors may be suspect: the q6’ 
for the (l-2), (2-l), (2-3), (3-2), (4-2), (4-3), (4-6) bands being too low; the qc” for the (l-G), 
(Z-2), (3-8), (4-9) bands being too high. In each case the Franck-Condon factors calculated 
from RKR potentials (Table XI) differ from those found from Morse potentials (Reference 
%) in the direction Tyte indicated. 
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TABLE 1.11 I 

FR.UWK-CONDON FACTORS FOR THE N? \T~~~~~~-K~~~.~~ (A Q,“-S IX,+) Barn SYSTEM 

*,” 

0 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

I; 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

1” 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

i’ ” 

0 

1 

3 

3 
4 

5 
Ii 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

12 

13 
l-1 

15 
16 
17 

18 
19 
20 

-d ’ 0 

1.06 -3 
8.41 -3 
3.34 -2 

8.29 -2 
1.44 -1 

1.89 -1 
1.92 -1 

1.55 -1 

1.02 -1 

5.47 -2 
2.46 -2 

9.22 -3 

2.89 -3 
7.51 -4 

l.G2 -4 
2.94 -5 

4.50 -G 
5.41 -7 

4.55 -8 

3.89 -9 
7.87 -10 

_~~ 

5.55 -3 
3.27 -2 

8.88 -2 
1.33 -1 

1.09 -1 
3.G7 -2 

8.43 -5 
4.2G -2 

1.17 -1 

1.53 -1 

1.32 -1 

8.48 -2 
4.23 -2 
1.68 -2 
5.x -3 

1 38 - 3 

2.92 -4 

5.02 -5 
6.87 - 6 

i.47 -7 

6.38 -8 

1.57 -2 3.15 -2 5.Oi -2 

G.65 -2 9.31 - 2 9.91 -“ 
1.15 -1 8.91 -2 4.00 -L! 

8.12 -2 1.35 -2 Xfi5 -:; 

945 -3 1.74 -2 Ii.05 -2 
1.77 -2 7.x -2 3.88 -L’ 
8.13 -2 4.21 -2 1 .05 - :< 

7.92 -2 1.22 -4 5.28 -L’ 

1.7ti -2 4.83 -2 5.01 --1 

G.52 -3 8.10 -2 X.41 -4 
7.OG -2 3.10 -2 3.70 -2 
1.33 -1 1.11 -3 i.(i8 -L’ 

1.3G -1 5.51 -2 :<.14 -:! 

9.49 -2 1.24 -1 1.19 -:; 
4.90 -2 1.34 -1 5.71 -:! 

1.94 -2 9.31) -2 1.25 -1 
G.04 -3 4.i4 -2 1.40 -I 

1.49 -3 1.79 -2 8.W -Y_? 

2.95 -4 5 22 - 3 4.03 ~ 2 
4.57 -5 1.1x -3 1.40 -L’ 

5.44 -_(i 2.00 - 1 3.70 --:( 

z” 5 6 i x 0 

1 2 

___ 
G.93 -2 8.38 -2 9.21 -2 

8.35 -2 5.57 -2 2.78 -2 

5.73 -3 1.w -3 1.90 -2 

3.44 -2 5.51 -2 4.G4 -2 

5.lG -2 1.45 -2 1.60 -4 

4.23 -4 1.88 -2 4.41 -2 

4.10 -2 4.70 -2 1.23 -2 

4.21 -2 8.71 -4 1.90 -2 

5.30 -5 3.71 -2 4.04 -2 

4.56 -2 3.70 -2 8.28 -Ci 

4.73 -2 5.09 -4 4.04 -2 

5.4G -4 4.74 -2 2.72 -2 

3.87 -2 3.89 -2 4.0-I -3 

7.29 -2 1.50 -4 5.23 -2 

2.35 -2 4.83 -2 2.51; -2 

4.59 -3 G.G3 -2 4.83 - 3 

7.08 -2 1.14 -2 6.13 -2 

1.31 -1 1.53 -2 5.25 -2 
1.22 -1 9.2G -2 1.39 -3 

7.28 -2 1.3G -1 3.78 -2 
3.06 -2 1.08 -1 1.18 -1 

3 

9.38 - 2 
8.41 -3 

3.87 -2 
2.21 -2 
1.52 -2 
3.M -2 

1 OG - 3 
4.11 -2 

5.5G -3 
2.58 -2 
3.OG -2 

2.09 - 3 
4.18 -2 
1.40 -2 
1.43 -2 

5.35 -3 
9.98 -3 
1.94 -2 
(i.97 -2 

3.04 -2 
2.95 -3 

4 

s. !)(i - 2 
3.(ifi -1 
4.83 -2 
:;. fij - :{ 
s.44 -L’ 

I.19 -2 

L’ .(I3 - 2 
2.51 -2 

5.90 -:s 
:1 ;3 - L’ 
:1.1X) -4 

:j .45 - L’ 
I ti!) - 2 
1.11’ -’ 
4.35 --L’ 

2.44 -3 
:3 13 - 4 

4.41 -2 
2.li7 -I 
4.2li --L’ 
fi.34 --L’ 
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TABLE IX 

FRANCIC-CONDON FACTORS FOR THE AT2 LYMAN-BIRGE-HOPFIELD 

(a l&-X I&+) BIIND SYSTEM 

v’ 0 1 3 4 5 6 
V 

n 

0 4.43 -2 1.18 -1 1.73 -1 1.85 -1 l.GO -1 1.20 -1 8.08 -2 
1 1.51 -1 1.90 -1 9.44 -2 1.15 -2 6.G7 -3 4.75 -2 8.52 -2 
2 2.50 -1 8.02 -2 3.30 -3 7.51 -2 9.62 -2 4.70 -2 4.94 -3 

3 2.53 -1 5.84 -4 1.08 -1 6.81 -2 4.43 -4 3.47 -2 7.32 -2 
4 1.73 -1 9.22 -2 8.41 -2 4.39 -3 7.81 -2 5.51 -2 2.37 -3 
5 8.61 -2 1.91 -1 3.19 -4 9.76 -2 3.47 -2 9.80 -3 6.39 -2 
6 3.22 -2 1.7G -1 7.30 -2 6.18 -2 2.05 -2 7.84 -2 1.24 -2 
7 9.17 -3 9.93 -2 1.73 -1 1.17 -3 9.90 -2 5.10 -3 4.47 -2 

8 1.99 -3 3.87 -2 1.60 -1 9.17 -2 2.93 -2 5.50 -2 5.01 -2 
9 3.37 -4 1.10 -2 8.76 -2 1.71 -1 1.64 -2 8.17 -2 5.19 -3 

10 4.75 -5 2.33 -3 3.23 -2 1.38 -1 1.25 -1 3.08 -3 8.54 -2 
11 5.64 -6 3.82 -4 8.50 -3 6.71 -2 1.G6 -1 5.56 -2 4.09 -2 
12 3.93 -7 4.90 -5 1.65 -3 2.19 -2 1.09 -1 1.55 -1 7.44 -3 

13 8.72 -9 4.29 -n 2.37 -4 5.03 -3 4.45 -2 1.46 -1 1.09 -1 

14 2.46 -9 1.85 -7 2.43 -5 8.35 -4 1.22 -2 7.55 -2 1.63 -1 

15 5.58 -10 1.80 -8 1.62 -G 9.86 -5 2.34 -3 2.50 -2 1.11 -1 

16 2.66 -10 6.22 -9 1.17 -7 7.93 -6 3.17 -4 5.G2 -3 4.52 -2 

17 2.83 -11 5.41 -10 1.31 -8 5.57 -7 3.09 -5 8.94 -4 1.22 -2 

18 4.25 -11 3.25 -10 5.71 -10 6.06 -8 2.71 -6 1.08 -4 2.35 -3 

19 1.42 -10 4.86 -10 8.40 -15 1.68 -9 3.47 -7 1.27 -5 3.66 -4 

20 3.40 -11 1.24 -13 1.06 -9 G.11 -10 4.10 -8 2.03 -0 5.69 -5 

TABLE S 

FRANCK-CONDON FACTORS FOR THE N2 TANAKA (C W,-S %,+) B.~ND SYSTEM 

z” 0 1 2 3 4 
1) ” 

0 5.59 -1 3.03 -1 1.01 -1 2.76 -2 7.16 -3 
1 3.30 -1 8.73 -2 2.71 -1 1.82 -1 7.88 -2 
2 9.03 -2 3.64 -1 1.82 -3 1.30 -1 1.82 -1 
3 1.33 -2 1.95 -1 2.44 -1 7.11 -2 2.42 -2 
4 1.12 -3 4.47 -2 2.67 -1 9.92 -2 1.48 -1 

5 6.28 -5 5.84 -3 9.52 -2 2.80 -I 9.47 -3 

6 6.12 -6 5.13 -4 1.80 -2 1.58 -1 2.19 -1 
7 6.77 -7 4.90 -5 2.27 -3 4.32 -2 2.13 -1 
8 4.83 -9 5.17 -G 2.79 -4 8.06 -3 8.76 -2 
9 1.44 -10 1.48 -7 4.21 -5 1.39 -3 2.40 -2 

10 1.68 -8 9.72 -8 4.41 -G 2.59 -4 5.m -3 
11 1.64 -10 5.89 -8 6.82 -7 3.78 -5 1.26 -3 
12 2.93 -9 1.38 -8 1.22 -7 3.95 -_(i 2.15 ---I 
13 1.09 -11 1.97 -9 3.58 -8 3.37 -7 2.44 -5 
14 1.3-L -9 3.67 -9 7.52 -10 1.43 -8 2.62 -6 
15 1.37 -10 7.14 -12 1.71 -8 9.AO -9 2.00 -7 
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TABLE XI 

COMIJ.IHISON OF C.\LCVI,ATED .\ND OBSERVED* RELATIVE B.ZND INTEXSITIES (ENEKGI-/SEU) 
FOR THE SECOND POSITIVE (C %,-B 3II,) SE-STEM. THE FIRST ENTRY IS CILCL-L.ITED; 
VIE SECOND ENTRY IS OBSERVEL). IN EXH 21" PROGRESSION, 1‘HE ENWUES H.\vE 

BEEN SVILED TO TEE. ALL BLINK Ca~cr11~ L'I'ED ENTRIES ARE 0.00 

1” 0 1 
~, n 

0 

1 

2 

3 

1 

5 

Ii 

7 

s 

9 

10.00 

10.00 

10.00 

10.00 

5.78 
5.99 

1.99 

1.63 

0.53 
0.57 

0.12 
0.13 

0.02 

0.18 

0.47 

3 .50 
3.07 

2.05 

2.92 

1.12 

1.30 

0.35 

0.09 

0.01 

0.02 

2 

10.00 
10.00 

1 .:!A 

1.83 

2.6% 

3 ox 

1 .7:1 

2.13 

0.i-f 

1.21 

0.25 
0.X 

0.07 

0.0” 

3 

1.04 

10.00 

10.00 

(i, ti-l 

7.91 

2.34 
3.45 

0.11 

1.75 

1.87 

1.88 

1.07 
1.29 

0.4-4 

0.17 

0.15 

1 

0.05 

2.10 

10.00 

10.00 

2 S5 

2.30 

“.:i!J 

2 35 

0.01 

0.li-l 

o.ril’ 

1. l!) 

1 90 

0. !IC) 

1 “0 

0.45 

0.3; 

a Reference 15.5 

raised the rotational structure of each baud may be altered, resulting in differcut 
recorded inteusit’y nieasurenient,s depending on the resolutmiou of the spect rot11- 
eter. In addition, the X2:2+ First Negat)ive (B %,,+-A7 “Zg+) system is know11 to 

overlap the iY2 Second Positive system (15),5 but without’ spect’ronletjer traciugs 
we canuot speculate further about the nature of this variation. In Table XI we 
have used ouly t’hr relative baud intensit~ies reported by Tyte at lowest operat.ing 
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TABLE XII 
CONPARISON OF CALCULATED AND OBSERVED& RELATIVE BAND INTENSITIES (ENERGY/SEC) 

FOR THE FIRST POSITIVE (B Q-A %I&+) SYSTEM. THE FIRST ENTRY IS CALCULATED; 

THE SECOND ENTRY IS OBSERVED. IN EACH v’ PROGRESSION, THE ENTRIES HAVE 

BEEN SCALED TO TEN. ALL BLANK CALCULATED ENTRIES ARE 0.00 

2”. .o 

‘r, ” 

0 0.00 
0.00 

1 4.24 
4.34 

2 1.01 

1.54 

3 0.17 

4 0.02 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

- 

_ 

I 

I 

- 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

.O.OO 

.O.OO 

0.05 

1.25 

2.07 

0.75 

1.36 

0.22 

0.78 

0.04 

1 
1 

- 

8.84 
8.34 

1.73 

1.70 

0.00 

0.00 
LO.00 
.O.OO 

1.38 2.42 
2.48 3.66 

0.26 2.09 
1.18 3.25 

0.73 

1.46 

0.38 
0.94 

0.11 

0.04 
1.22 

0.17 
1.16 

0.02 

0.21 

1.20 

0.09 

0.02 

- 

1 

1 

- 

__- __ 

0.25 0.02 

4.48 
3.84 

0.00 
0.00 

0.24 1 
1.09 1’ 

2.01 

2.89 

0.38 

1.15 
1.24 

9.25 

8.54 

0.00 1 

0.00 1 

0.18 

1.61 

3.05 

0.90 0.01 

0.11 

0.08 

0.03 

0.05 

0.04 

0.07 

0.10 
0.23 

2.14 

2.03 

0.00 

0.00 

5.36 
6.61 

1.02 
2.45 

0.52 

0.84 

0.18 

0.00 

1 

1 

I 
- 

0.24 

0.33 

3.33 

3.04 

0.00 

0.00 

2.41 

3.18 

1.74 

3.28 

0.06 

0.60 

0.29 

I 

1 

- 

0.01 

0.50 

0.72 

4.96 

4.73 

.O.OO 
0.00 

0.80 

2.15 

0.03 

0.34 

0.03 

1.00 
1.23 

7.26 
6.86 

0.00 
0.00 

0.08 

2.26 

0.30 

0.08 

1.81 
1.95 

D.00 
9.95 

9.33 

D.00 

D.ll 

1.96 

1 

1 

- 

2.33 
2.17 

o.oc 

O.OC 

6.17 
6.24 

0.62 

0.20 

2.95 

3.08 

10.00 
10.00 

3.89 

a Reference 18, 

current. We note that these are in reasonable agreement with the unpublished 
work of Wallace (16).6 

In the First Positive system (Table XII) experimental intensities for the strong 
bands which lie on and near the (O-0) sequence are in good agreement with cal- 
culat,ions. This agreement is also confirmed by comparing the calculated in- 
tensities with t.he careful photographic measurements of Elliott, and Cameron 

6 We would like to thank Dr. Wallace for making available to us his intensity data 
worksheets. 



TABLE XIII 

COYP.UUSON OF CLLCI-LITED .YND OBSEHVED~ REL.\T~VE J%~ND INTEKSITIES (ESERGY SE(.) 

FOR THE LYM.~N-BI~~~;E-HOI~FIELD (a II&-X Y&+) SYSTEM. THE Frxzs~r I~;NTRY IS 

C\ICL-LATED; THE SECOND ENTRY IS OBSERVED. Is E.WH 2:” I’KUGRESSIUK, ~‘HE 

ENTRIES H.YVE BEEN SC.\LED TO TEN. ALL BLINK C.IWT-L.\TED ENTRIES 

ARE 0.00 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

1.3 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

0 

2.33 

fi 

6.92 

8 

10.0 

10 

8.76 

10 

5.17 
9 

2.22 

6 

0.71 

3 

0.17 

0.03 

1 2 

7.12 

7 

10.0 

9 

3.68 
6 

0.02 
b 

3.20 
7 

5.73 

10 

4.54 

8 

2.20 

G 

0.73 
2 

0.18 

0 

0.03 

10.0 

10 

4.78 

7 

0.15 
2 

4.20 
6 

2.84 

6 

0.01 

h 

1.85 

5 

3.77 
7 

3.01 

6 

1.41 

5 

0.44 
1 

0.10 

0.02 

3 

10.0 

10 

0.55 

3.15 

5 

2 ..xl 

0.14 

0 

2. 73 

5 

1.50 
5 

0.03 
1 

1.67 

4 

2.67 

1 

1.85 
5 

0.77 

2 

0.21 
1 

0.04 

0.01 

4 

10.0 

10 

0.37 

:3 

4.68 
8 

0.0’ 
t> 

2.93 

5 

1.14 

5 

0.59 

2.45 

0.63 

1, 

0.30 

1.99 
7 

2.27 

7 

1.27 

3 

0.44 

0.10 

0.02 

5 

10.0 

10 

3.50 

S 

3.06 

4 

1 .w 

2 

2.78 

8 

0.43 

2 

3.03 

6 

0.17 
h 

1.61 

2.08 

0.07 
b 

1.05 

0 

2.51 

2 

2.02 

0.89 

0.25 

0.05 

0.01 

._ 

10.1) 

10 

9 .:35 

10 

CL IS 

3.01 

1 .T.5 

0.14 

0.02 

8 Reference 14. 
b Reported “missing” by Reference 14. 
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TABLE XIV 
COMPARISON OF CALCUL.~TED .ZND OBSERVED~ RELATIVE BAND IKTENSITIES (QU.UTUM/SEC) 

FOR THE REGARD-KAPL~IN (A %,+-S I.&,+) SYSTEM. THE FIRST ENTRY IS C:\LCULITED; 

THE SECOND ENTRV IS OBSERVED. ALL ENTRIES IN EWH 21” PR~GHESSI~N H.IVE 

BEEN &XLED TO TEN 

z, ” “I’ - 0 L - 1 

0 0.12 0.64 

1 0.83 3.30 

2 2.85 7.77 

3 6.08 10.00 

4 9.01 7.02 
3.09 1.79 

5 10.00 2.03 
7.64 1.52 

G 8.57 0.00 
10.00 

7 5.78 1.67 

s 3.13 3.83 
7.24 

9 1.38 4.13 
10.00 

10 0.50 2.93 
8.62 

8 Reference 21. 

(17) for t)he strong AZ) = 3, 4, and .i sequences. However, large deviat’ions are 
present for the weak bands in t’he experimental dat,a of Turuer and Nicholls 
(18). The First Positjive syst’enl is known to overlap it’self as well as t,o be over- 
lapped by the Nz (B’ 3Zl,---S ‘Zgf) band system (19). In the absence of a spec- 
trometer tracing we cannot estimate the effect’ of overlapping. However, the 
greatest disagreement’ occurs for the weak bands in t,he lower left hand corner of 
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Table XII. We note that these were observed in the wavelength region 10 OOO- 

16 000 A, where dispersion of t#he prism spectromekr used by Turner and Sicholls 

is rapidly decreasing: 580 w/mm at 10 000 _x and 920 &‘mm at 16 000 -1. 
Comparison of observed and calculated relative intensities for the LHH sys- 

teni (Table XIII) shows t,hab the visual estimates of Birge and Hopficld (1,; j 
follow the trend of the calculakd band intensities, although tQe cxperinlcbtltnl 

data are too poor to allow more than a qualitative comparison. Similarly for t.he 

(‘-9 band systenl, Tanaka (20) reports absorption intensities for the (O-01, 

(1-O) and (2-O) bands from phot,ographic plate-blackenings which are in 1hc 

ratio 3 : 3 : 2, respectively. The corresponding calculal ed absorption intc,nsit ies 

fro111 the lcranck-Condon factors given in Table S are .S.(i:3.0: 1.0 on an aI%- 

trary relative scale. In the absence of snore acc*urate and extensive int c11;iify 

data, the present agreement for the LBH alld Tanaka band systetrls n)usf. 1)~ 

considered good. 
I:or the VI< band system (Table XIV), however, there is a significant disagrech- 

ment between the calculated band intensities and the photoelect’rically measured 

intensities of Carleton and Papaliolios (21). Although accurate ir1tensit.y nleasurc’- 

nlents for I he VI< system are complicated by the weak emission of I he long-lived 

__1 a~~~+ state of x2 , the recent intensity work of Zipf (2%‘) rcporkd to one-figure 

precision agrees wit’h 1 he more precise da1 a of Carlet on and Papaliolios and f 1~~s 
seem to ronfirm 1 he latter. Moreover, t,he plate-blackenings report,ed by Bernard 

(-3s) for transitions from v’ = 0 and 1 of t.he ,4 state IO higher vibrational l~v& 

of f he ground state show an increasiug disparity between the observed and 

calculated relative intensities. Thus, withill the combitled experimental :LIK~ 
calculat,ional uncertairkies, there is no way to Icconcile the observed hand iI)- 

t,ensities for the VI< system wi1.h those cakulakd from Erl. ii{). 

\‘AI~I.4TION OF THfi ELECTRONIC TI<ANSITION MOMENT 

Once reliable intensity measurements are available it is possible in principle 

to improve upon Eq. (3) by determining r.he variat,ion of t.he square of t.hc ckc- 

t ronic t#ransition moment R,a(~,J,,,) in a Taylor series expansion in powers of the 

r-centroid r,,,g . The I*-cenhroid method, proposed by 1:raser (2,$/t), has been re- 
viewed before (I, 2’). Briefly, the I,-centroid is a weighted value of the internuclral 

distance encountered in the (u’, 2)“) band. It is defilked by 

l;l,,UU = 1 g&J ?q/{P dr/ j #,.c Ifi?,!, (I?.. 

Observed band intensitjies (quant’a/sec) may he used to determine the variation 
of R,?(F) with F from the relation 

R,?(f,*,fl) = z~~:“/[KN,.~V3I1”~,.] (6) 
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1.6 - 

- 1.6 

FIG. 1. Variation of the square of the electronic transition depole moment with inter- 
nuclear distance for the Second Positive band system of NT. Relative ordinate scales for 
all 21” progressions are independent. Points lying off scale are indicated by arrows. 

using calculated values of ,r-centroids aud Franck-Condon factors involved in 
each transition. Equation (ci) may be shown to be exact for a linear variation. 

The r-cenkoid method has beeu applied t’o a large rnunber of molecular band 
syst,ems.7 Since it ascribes all discrepancies between the calculated and observed 
relative ituensities to variatiou of the electronic transit’ion moment, the results 
can only be valid if both the experimentma intensity and calculatBed Franck- 
Condon factors are highly accurat#e. 

In t,he past,, significant variation of Re2(?) has been reported, a fact,or of t#wo 
to four over t,he Second Positive system (15, 26)5 and a factor of ten over the 
First Posit#ive system (d?‘). However, a large part, of t#his variation was due t,o 

7 Reference to over twenty such band systems are found in Reference 65. 
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FIG. 2. ITariation of the square of the electronic transition dipole moment with inter- 
nuclear distance for the First. Posiiive band system of X2. Relative ordinate scales for all 
C” progressions are independent; progressions are grouped together for convenience only. 
Points lying off scale are indicated by arrows. 

the size&k errors caused by the use of RIorse E‘rawk-Condon fact,ors in Eq. 
(6). Plots of Re2(?) against ,? for separate 2”’ progressions of these two band sys- 

tems, Figs. 1 and 2, show considerable scatter, and WC cannot smoothly join the 

variation of R,‘(r) found in one v” band progression t,o anot’her. Thus we cannot 

determine any significant variation of R,2(?) for these band xystenls outside t#he 

combined sources of cakulational and experimentma error. 

However, for the VI< system there is a regular deviation between the experi- 
nlental and calculated intensities beyond any reasonable unwrtainties in the data. 
~-rom E(l. (6) R<~(P) has been deterlnined and its variation is shown in Fig. 3 to 

bt> linear; the data for the 2” = 0 and P’ = 1 progressions have been fit ted to- 
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FIG. 3 I-ariation of the square of the electronic transition dipole moment with inter- 
nuclear distance for the Regard-Kaplan band system of NP. 

gether. The lack of scatter of the points in Fig. 3 reflects the excellence of the 

Fran&-Condon factors and nlay also be taken to indicat(e high precisio: in the 
experiment’al dat’a. In the range of r-centroid from 1.25 A to 1.37, A R,?(,?) 
changes over an order of magnitude, approaching zero at t,he lower observed 
limit. Although R?(p) must remain a positive quantity, the elect’ronic transition 
dipole moment R,(T) may change sign. The extrapolation of R~(P) into the region 
of small f may be obtained by reflecting the experimental curve as indicated by 
the dashed line of Fig. 3. When the less quantitative photographic data of 
Bernard (9s) are included in Fig. 3, R,2(?) may be shown to be steeply rising 
for 5 > 1.40 B in agreement with Fig. 3, but with a somewhat different slope. 

RADIATIVE LIFETIMES 

The distribut’ion of int.ensity within an electronic band syst8em given by the 
Franc&Condon factors is essential to calculations of radiative transition proba- 
bilities (A) or lifetimes (T) from absorption data. The following relation is 

used (88): 

A = l/r N 2.880 x lo-’ e / t dv, , (7) 
U vcl av 
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mhcrct E is I he molar decadir extinction coefficient, g1 and g,l are the effccti~*e 

multiplicities of the lower and upper elect.ronic states (see following discussion), 
and v is the frequency in wave numbers of absorption (v,) or emission (v~). 111 

IWO (*asps lifetimes calculated from absorptmion dat’a can he compared with I how 
llleasured directly in enlissiou. 

Watanabe, Zelikoff and Inn (29) give approxinlate peak ext,inct’ion c+oefficielLt s 

for 11 hands, of observed width 5 8 or less, for the LBH system in absorptiou 

fro111 PU = 0. The observed intensities are iti rough agreement wil,h those show-11 

itI Table SIII so that we might, expect’ a reasonable value for the total absorption 
itlt en&y. Awuning each band to be rectangular with peak extinction height and 

:‘, Lq width, the sum CE Av, is 1773. By t’aking a nlaxinuun baudwidth of li Li - 

2.55 m-] the caalculated lifetime should be a nlininlum value. The average 

absorption frequency is at the (3-O) band, 7.39 X lo4 cn+ and (v?“> from 21’ = :i 

is 2.39 X lOI ~111~~. The lifetime for the a ‘J&(P = 3) -X lx,+ is calculated to be 

1.2 X 1O--4 sec. This compares favorably with the lnrasurenlent 7 = 1.7 i 0,:s 

X 10-l” NY obtained directly in enlissiou by decay of a n~olecular bean1 ($3~0). ( hw 
mlculatioll thus serves to confirm that more accurate value; also, the disagrw 
uleut. is in the direction anticipat,ed. 

Wilkinsorl and RIulliken (31, 32) have surveyed the St spectrum in absorp- 

tion, presenting nlininlal opt’ical paths (meter-atmospheres) required for t,lw 

appearance of five band system arising from the grouud state, including t tui 
Yl< and LBH transitiom. The optical paths are iuversely proportional to the 

respective cxt itwtion coefficientjs. If it is assumed that’ all measured bands hawk 
the sanw width, Ey. (7) gives the functional form for 1 he calculation of radial ivt, 

lifei illlc of the VI< transition from the known T of the LBH system ($0). 8iwo 

sittglo baltds n-err compared, their E’ranck-Condon fact’ors must also be included. 

Table ST’ sunm1arizes i,he pertinent data. The multiplicity fact)or gl/g,, (*all be 

takeit front the symmetry designations of the combining states provided that 

the rotational structure is not well resolved in the absorpt,iou spectrum. Icor the 

VI< systenl, Wilkinsou’s text aud microphotolneter I rac+lg (~1) iudicat,e that 

the four bl,anches overlap.” We must also take into arcount, the variation of 

K,‘(F) shown in I’ig. 3. However, there is no experiluerltal data for the variat iou 

of K,‘(r) ill thr region of the v.-centroid for the (9, 0) band, 7 = 1.105 ,I, so that 
no cort*ec.tiou to t,he E’ranck-Condon factor was nlade. This procedure is otrlj 

reasouahlc it’ R%(r) varies somewhat as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. :i. 
The c~alculated lifetinle, 7 = 0.1 set may be conlpared to the measurell~etlt of 

1 set obtained recently by Zipf (22) who observed the radiative decay directly. 

Zipf’s mu11 agrees with the previous work of Carleton and Oldenberg (J3) who 
report 7 = 2.0 + 0.9 set; the unwrtainty in this earlier result largely wflrc~t~ 

’ GSimilarly for the LBH system we have t,akrn the value of y~/g,, as f2, corresponding 

to the full multiplicity of each state, since the maximum extinction measurements of Ref. 

erence 29 were made at low dispersion and probably at the handhead, where rc~t~atic,n:tl 
structure is blended. 
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TABLE: S\’ 

CILCEL~TION OF RADIATIVE LIFETIME OF THE A %,,+(v' = 0) STATE OF NZ FROM ABSORPTION 
l)a~a, SFTER WILKINSON AND MULLIKEN (81, 88) 

Relative 
optical 
path 

(meter-at- 
mospheres) 

Transition (v&v 
(cm-‘) 

a q-x ‘2,” 
(3-o) 0.025 7.39 x 104 2.39 x 10’ 0.185 w 1.7 x lo-” 

A %,+-X I&,+ 
(9-O) 4 6.16 x 104 4.11 x 10’3 0.090 9; 1.0 x 10-1 

the uncertainty of the lifetime of the First Positive system since the ratio of 
the lifetimes of the First Positive to the VII system was determined. The com- 
parison of 0.1 to 1 set indicates no better than an order-of-magnitude accuracy 
for the technique of rapid survey of transition probabilities in absorpt.ion (31,32). 

It is of interest to note that radiative lifetimes are known, with varying ac- 
curacy, for seven electronic band systems in Nz : five connecting with the ground 
state (31,32), and the First Positive (33) and Second Positive (34) systems. These 
account for a good deal of the total intensity of all known Nz transitions in the 
visible and near uv. Thus the radiative behavior of many of the upper states of 
Nz may be described from an overall viewpoint, as well as in the detailed picture 
provided by the Franck-Condon factors. 

DISCUSSION 

The comparison of Franck-Condon factors calculated from Rydberg-Klein- 
Rees potentials for the major band systems of Nz with those calculated from 
Morse pot~entials (35) shows that the lat,ter often differ by as much as 20 % for 
the strongest transitions (qutsfl 2 0.1) and by as much as 40 % for the less intense 
but significant transitions (n+,e 2 0.01). This result warrants caution in the use 
of Morse Franck-Condon factors, even for low vibrat’ional quantum numbers. 

In particular previous determinations of the variation of the electronic transi- 
tion dipole moment with internuclear distance are open to re-examination. When 

we consider the uncertainties present in relative intensity measurements and 

take into account the errors introduced by inexact Franck-Condon factors we 

find that R?(p) appears to be constant over the range of f for the First and 

Second Positive systems of Nz (see Figs. 1 and 2). This is to be contrasted with 

the report of variation by a factor of ten for the First Positive (2’7), and a varia- 

tion by a factor of two to four for the Second Positive system (15, Wf9.j ,4 survey 

of calculations of R,z(?) for band systems of other molecules’ shows t.hat varia- 

tions by a factor of two to four are commonly reported. We stress that these 

conclusions are only valid provided that the intensity data and the calculated 

Franck-Condon factors used are free from uncertainties of this magnitude. 



For the Vega&Kaplan systcul, however, we find (l’ig. 3) au abnorlrlally 

largey variation of R,?(F), over a factor of tell, lying far outside the mllbitled 

eourcm of error. Attempts have been made LO explaiu this variatiou arid predict 
the variation of R,?(F) for ot’her caases. Carleton and I’apaliolios (21) have uotic*cd 
I hat a large change of equilibrium inlernuc*lear dist’ancae of t hc combining stairs 

is associatjed with the large variation of Z2P2(-) T in the VI< systen1; this is c~ltarly 

a necessary requireumlt to have an appreciable spread in 7, but it is not dfi- 

&nt to produm a change in KS(?).9 Bates ($9) has suggested that, R,‘(F) sllo~~ld 

vary nlorc strongly wit’h ? for perpendicular baud syst’em (Ah = &l) thau for 

parallel baud systenls (Ad = 0) where 1 he electron cloud is believed to c~ha~~gct 

less drastically. While Kicholl$ has preseul rd some evidence t,o subst ant iat e 
t his effwt , furt,her comparisons of parallel aud perpeudicular t ransitious using 

acac*urate I:rauck-Coudon factors are necessary to establish this point . ~\Iullikcn 

(.$o) and Mullikeu and Rieke (41) have proposed that the variat’iou of the tk+ 
trotlie transit,ion dipole moulent, might, be related t,o t’he behavior of the t,rarlsi- 

tiotr in the united atom and separated atom limits. Thus for t’he H-S transitiotls 

of the halogens, they expected a signific:alIt, variation of R,.‘(r) since the traIlsi- 

tion is forbidden for the separated at’onls but enhauced by (‘ase c cooupling in t h(b 

unit cd alo~u limit. However, the radiative lifetime (7 = 7.2 f 1.0 X 1O--7 SCY) of 

Iz(K 3rI(,+,,-S ‘XV+) measured directly in emission (@) at au effective intmeruuc~kal 

dist,aucac corresponding uearly to v,’ = 3.02 pi agrCeS (2) Withil~ a factor CJf tW0 

wit.1 the resuks of absolute absorptiou nleasurenmlts corresponding t#o i’, U = 

2.67 k Finally we note t.hat in the one instarm where the variation of the radia- 

t,ivc lifct ilue in emission was st,udied for diffcreut excited vibrational lm~~ls 

BennetJt and Dalhy (43) report for CO+(rl ‘n- X %+) that T varies front 2.1 

2.8 X lo-” SW as ZJ’ decreases from 5 to 1 in acc+ordance with the changing fm 
cluc~lcy of enlission, assuming a constant8 ektronic transition dipole nlon1(‘1 II . 

Exact, c*alculations (d/t, 45) have been doue for the one-clec+ron n~olrc+ulrs 

Hz+ aud HcH++ whirh have one hound &ate each. Transition probabiliks vary 

snloot’hly iu all cases, but we have noted (2) that the variation of R,.“(F) is great ml8 
for the weaker transitions. A careful review of the available dat.alJ g illdicat es 

that’ R,?(T) is likely to be constant withiu about, a fact,or of two for “allowed” 

rlectric dipole transitions (7 - 10-fi-lO-g set) and is likely to be n1orc strongly 

9 The only variation of I<<?(?) which we could find larger than that of the \.I~ system 
was t’hat for the Schumann-Runge bands of O~(ZP&- - S%;) reported by H&hert :rnd 
Nicholls (36) who indicate a change by a factor of 25 bet,ween r = 1.14 .y to ? = l.i’li .?. 
This result is particularly interesting not only because of the magnit,ude of the variation 
but also the large separation of the equilibrium internuclear distances of the two combi~l- 0 
ing states (Lv = 0.4 A). However, Jarmain (37) has recalculated Franck-Condon factors 
for four of t.he st.rongest bands using RKR potentials and finds t,hat the Morse Franck- 
Condon factors can deviat,e by as much as 30 5;. Moreover, the recent reviews by Krindach, 
Sobolev, and Tunitskii (38) and Marr (38) indicate that, the maximum variation for t tlis 
t)and system is very small, a factor of two at the most, within the in~c~rtainties of i he tl:~t:~. 
which show considerable scatter. 
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variable for “weak” electric dipole transitions (7 > lo-” set) over the range of 

T,-centroid corresponding to significant band intensities. This hypothesis is also 

in agreement with all the results presented above on int8ensitIies of the eleckonic 

band systems of PC2 and indicates one direction for new experimental work. 
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